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Gospel-Centered Productivity 
Session 2: Defining Priorities 

 
What are we supposed to be doing? 

 
“While efficiency is important, it works only when we make it secondary, not primary. It doesn’t 
matter how efficient you are if you are doing the wrong things in the first place. More 
important than efficiency is effectiveness—getting the right things done. In other words, 
productivity is not first about getting more things done faster. It’s about getting the right things 
done,” (pg. 43). 
 
THE CORE PRINCIPLE OF PRODUCTIVITY 
“Here it is: Know what’s most important and put it first,” (pg. 133). 
 
What’s the biblical basis for core principle? What’s most important according to the Bible? 
 
 
              
 
 
              
 
 
              
 

How do biblical priorities help to define our work? 
 
SIX HORIZONS OF WORK (pg. 138) 
 -50,000 feet: Mission and values 
 -40,000 feet: Vision (or life goal) 
 -30,000 feet: Long-term goals 
 -20,000 feet: Roles 
 -10,000 feet: Projects 
 -Runway: Next actions and calendar 
 -Supporting Systems: Contacts, checklists, journals, and files.  
 
“There are four components to the first step in this process [of finding the God-centered, 
Christ-exalting passion of your life], ‘define’: 

1. Mission: Develop a personal mission statement 
2. Vision: Know your overarching life calling, or life goal, and how it differs from your 

mission. 
3. Roles: Know the specific everyday callings in your life 
4. Goals: Know how to create change at quarterly, yearly, and multiyear increments.  

(pg. 146).” 
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Mission 
 
“…knowing your mission gives meaning to your life. If you are struggling with a sense of 
purpose and meaning, it may be because your mission is not clear—because you don’t know 
why you are here,” (pg. 150). 
 
Do all people have the same mission/purpose? 
 

   
 
“A good personal mission statement has three components: 

1. Core purpose 
2. Core principles 
3. Core beliefs 

 
These three components address four main themes: (1) who you are, (2) why you are here, 3) 
where you are going to end up at the end of all this and (4) what the main principles are by 
which you will guide your life,” (pg. 148). 
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Core Purpose:  

“Your core purpose states your overall reason for existence. 
This is where you state the biblical purpose of life in your own words in a way that 
reflects your uniqueness and that applies it to you,” (pg. 157).  

 
How do you define the biblical purpose for your life in your own words? 
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
Core Principles: 

“Something passes muster as a core principle in your life it if something you would hold 
to even if you were punished for it—even if it were not advantageous to you in an 
external sense,” (pg. 159). 
 

What are some core principles for you? 
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
Core beliefs: 

 
              
 
              
 
              

 
Mission Statement:  
 
Based on the purpose, principles, and beliefs above what would your mission statement be? 
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Lifegoal/Calling 

 
“You need to have an overarching, passionate, God-centered aim to your life—an overarching 
goal and message that flows from your mission and directs the priorities of your life,” (pg. 178). 

 
Difference between life goal and mission: 

“A life goal, on the other hand, is a specific aim. Your mission is never completed (you 
will always be able to glorify God more), but a life goal can be completed it has a finishing point. 

Your mission is the ultimate reason for your existence—forever. It is your chief why. 
Your life goal is the concrete what. It is the chief way that you seek to fulfill your mission. 

Hence, a life goal is also distinct from goals in general. …a life goal is an objective so big 
that it governs everything else you do, and it will likely take your entire life. And, it so resonates 
with you and so compels you that you take it up joyfully and willingly” (pg.171).  
 
What are some examples of lifegoals from the Bible or other history? 
 
              
 
Do you have to be the visionary, entrepreneur, president, or ceo to be guided by an all-
encompassing life goal? Why? 
 
HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY YOUR LIFE GOAL? Pg. 174 

1. What would I do if I had all the money I needed and could do whatever I wanted? 
2. What would I do if I  could do only one thing in the next three years? 

 
Based on the above how would you begin to describe and shape your life goal? 
 
              
 
              
 
WHAT IF YOU DON’T KNOW YOUR LIFE GOAL? Pg. 175-177 
1. Do what’s before you with excellence:  
“…the last thing you should do is nothing. …Related to this is doing what you most enjoy as 
well. …As with everything, so with mistakes: make excellent mistakes,” pg. 175 
2. Take steps for fundamental reasons, not instrumental reasons. 
“Don’t take a step you are not going to enjoy simply because you think it will open up a door to 
something you do enjoy. It seldom works this way,” (pg. 176).  
3. Care about who as much as what. 
“…pay special attention to what type of people you like to work with and be around” (pg. 176). 
4. Increase your opportunity stream. 
“Learn, network, and do things,” (pg. 176). 
5. Read inspiring books and biographies and watch inspiring movies.  
“Developing your vision is as much a right-brain, creative, imaginative activity as it is a left-brain 
activity,” (pg. 177).  
6. Stay faithful in prayer! 
7. Take action and commit.  
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Roles 

 
 “A role is often defined as an area of responsibility—that is, as your function in a family 
(parent, child), organization (marketing director, chief happiness officer, etc.), or society 
(community member, etc.) … 
 The Bible teaches that our roles are not just areas of responsibility, but callings. Our 
roles are each callings given to us by God and through which we serve God and others,” (pg. 
179). 
 
How do roles relate to lifegoals? 
“Your life goal is the primary aim, underneath your mission, that you are seeking to accomplish. 
But there are lots of things you need to be doing in addition to your life goal. Your roles capture 
this. 

Your roles are also the means through which you accomplish your life goal,” (pg. 185). 
 
Summary: This is where you live out and work to accomplish your mission and lifegoals.  
 
Clarifying Your Roles 
“I group my callings into five areas: individual, family, church, social, and professional. 
Each major group contains my specific callings, which I list more as responsibilities than the 
roles themselves,” (pg. 182) 
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Why map out your roles? 
“Listing your roles is super helpful in itself. There is some strange sense in which just clarifying 
them and writing them down leads us to naturally be more deliberate about them. But…. In 
order to serve others and the Lord fully in your roles, you need to keep them at the forefront of 
your mind by reflecting on them regularly, weaving them into your life, and keeping them 
integrated so that they don’t compete with one another,” (pg. 184). 
 
Improving a Role 
“In addition to keeping our roles in motion, there are also times when we want to give more 
deliberate attention to thinking through and improving a specific role. One of the best ways to 
do this is to create a brief plan for fulfilling that calling in the beset way you know how. 
 

 
 

 
Based on this begin to map out your roles: 
 

Individual      Family   Church   Social   Professional 
 

 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              


